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President’s Report2015
By Bob Rose
The December club
meeting created an
interesting opportunity.
Since the current
President and VP were
both travelling and
unavailable, I was asked
to stand in and run the
meeting. Perhaps this
was because I am
President elect, or
perhaps they just
couldn’t find anyone else who wanted to get
Henry’s fine target painted on them. I thought it
might be a good way to practice for when I get the
honors full time in February.
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I have been told that every incoming President
brings something different to the meetings and
sometimes to the club as well. You all already know
about my campaign for more competitions and the upcoming PCC-CE program, but this
was about making the meeting interesting and not falling on my face. So, I figured it
would be fun to open with a Corvette joke. That worked out, and I think I’ll do it as a
regular feature at the beginning of my meetings next year. Caution: It’s not an
invitation to an open mike story telling time. One joke per night please and no
monologs. If you have one that you just have to share, please let me know in advance
and I’ll be glad to let anyone tell the night’s joke, but let’s not let it get out of hand
please. Otherwise, I’ll be sure to have one ready to start the evening on a funny note.

I’ll also be adding a new feature to the various reports that we already do at each
meeting, and that will be a PCC-CE update with current standings, event results,
upcoming event preview and trophy presentation from the last event if there was one.
I’m sure each of the incoming board members will bring their own brand to the party as
well, and I’m looking forward to fun-filled, friend-filled and Pacific Coast Corvette-filled
2018.
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2017 PCC Officers
President: Denis Boulanger
508-326-6495
Vice-President: Ray Marshall
949-786-8365
Treasurer: Joe Gildner
949-218-7725
Secretary: Carol Gates
949-702-9372
Sergeant at Arms: Henry Lewis
949-459-1398
Historian: Dave Hennings
714-970-0704
Hospitality Chair: John Iest
949-770-2520
Awards Chair: Gene & Vickie Insley
949-636-0816
Gary & Jan Lane
714-960-3204
Editor: Nancy Marshall
949-786-8365

Meetings
Pacific Coast Corvettes meets
the first Wednesday of each
month at 7:00p.m. We meet at
Fuddrucker’s Restaurant in Lake
Forest. The restaurant is located
on El Toro Rd. The address is:
23621 El Toro Road, the phone
number is: 949 830-7210

Business Location
Pacific Coast Corvettes
23785 El Toro Rd #501
Lake Forest, CA 92630-4762
Telephone: 714 272-2544

WEB Page:
http://www.pccvettes.org
Ted Sickles 949-716-3376

Club Store:
Judy Nunn—949 586-1746

Affiliation
National Council of Corvette
Clubs, Inc. (NCCC)
Corvette Waves
Corvette Waves is published monthly,
within two weeks after each meeting.
Contributions should be received no later
than ten day after the monthly meeting.
They can be given to Nancy Marshall.
Display advertising is accepted at the
discretion of the editor. Yearly rates are
$50 for a business card, $75 for a
quarter page, and $100 for a half page.
Articles presented in Corvette Waves
reflect the opinion of the authors, not
necessarily the views of the editor or
Pacific Coast Corvettes. Pacific Coast
Corvettes and its editor seek to publish
accurate information but do not assume
responsibility in the event of claim of loss
or damages resulting from publication.
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Linda Iest
Barbara Block
John Iest
Barbara Pavek
Connie Ensign
Elaine Collins
Howard Foss
Pam Saunders
Sherry Maples
Leslie Gray
Carol Gates
Lisa Hogue
Ed Baumgarten
Oscar Dufau
Joe Gildner
Ellis Delameter
Nancy Radigan
Theodore (Ted) Sickles
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Rudy Pollak
Mary LaRoche
Philip Brunt
Mark Alter
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Mark Collins
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Kandra Longo
Carole Deering
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December Anniversaries
John & Melissa Carmean

12/1

Dave & Gina McCue

12/3

Ron & Barbara Pavek

12/17

Ray & Nancy Marshall

12/19

David & Edy Gautschy

12/21
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A Word From Ray Marshall:
Our Vice President

Well, we made it through another year. No more 2017 events
on the calendar. The 2018 calendar was kind of sparse in the
November newsletter.
As usually happens this time of year, the calendar goes from
very few events to quite a few very fast. Bob Rose added a
few (with more to come) events for his new PCC-Competitors
Edge (CE) program to get that started out. Some of the old standbys were also added:
CARE Car Show, Plastic Fantastic, and Cruisin’ for a Cure. Nancy and I will be going to
Cambria in January to book the rooms for the Cambria trip that should be the first
weekend of October.
We have a new VP coming on board in February, David Yeates, and I think that to
properly train him we should bury him with massive amounts of events to add to the
calendar. This is an expression of thanks that he stepped up to the job.
We have some recurring monthly events that keep getting added to the calendar.
Along with Kick Tires, we will have a monthly gathering at Cars and Coffee and Food
Court Fridays will start again when the weather warms up a little.
If you would like to coordinate an event, let David or I know so we can check that there
is no date conflict and we can put it on the calendar. Also, if you would like to do an
event but don’t know how to go about it, let us know and we will help out.
January Events:
 Cars and Coffee in San Clemente – Saturday January 6th – PCC Coordinator
Bob Rose (949-713-0708)
 PCC Awards Banquet – Saturday January 27th at Talega Golf Course.
February Events:
 CARE Car Show in San Juan Capistrano by San Juan Rotary – Saturday
February 3rd.
 PCC-CE Event #1: Low speed match time autocross at auto club
speedway - Saturday February 17th.
March Events:
 PCC-CE Event #2: Loops and Ooops Fun Rally through Orange County –
Saturday March 10th
That’s enough for now, let’s be careful out there. Ray Marshall (rmarsh3772@cox.net)
For the most current information on the events, see the flyers in this newsletter and
visit the PCC calendar at: http://www.pccvettes.org/
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NEWS
On a recent road trip, Steve Radigan had a very
profound experience: meeting the young woman
who helped save his life by donating her stem cells.
We are all grateful that the transplant went so well
and that Steve & Nancy were able to meet his
donor. There are so many good people in this
world.
Longtime member Duke Bissinger had been MIA for a
few months due to a life threatening health issue. He
was hospitalized for three weeks fighting sepsis which
he got from an infected kidney stone. Duke was at
our recent meeting and our Cars & Coffee event.
Welcome back, Duke!
PCC Hall of Shame: Two couples in our club have sold their
Corvettes. Ed & Bonnie Best and Oscar & Pat Dufau.
Oscar went to the dark side: a Porsche.
We’ll miss you guys!
Former PCC member Paul Scarbo was spotted
at Cars & Coffee. He still has his Yellow ZR1.
At Vettes for Veterans we ran into associate
members Ron & Jodi Bruckle who still have
their Corvette. They now reside in Lake San
Marcos.
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We met early Sunday morning at Carl's Jr. for a caravan to Carlsbad. Following David
Yeates, I was about 5th in line out of the parking lot, following Ritchie Longo. We
accidentally made a quick right into the Carl's Jr. "to go" window parking lot instead of
I5 South. We then doubled back to The I5 South ramp and, at speeds much in excess
of 65 mph, caught up with the lead caravan cars.
Upon arrival at the show, we were led to our pre-assigned PCC parking area, where we
(pre C7's without back up cameras) practiced backing up at 45 degrees and spacing out
at 1-1/2 car widths. Then Ray Marshall assembled his plastic piping PCC flag holder
and unfurled the PCC flag.
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Every entrant received one raffle ticket and a "goody
bag". I think the most popular item in the bag was
the red Firestone Tire hat with the red, white and
blue beak. Later in the show I saw Henry Lewis
walking back to his car with one of the gigantic raffle
ticket winner’s baskets. There was also a silent
auction that had a lot of golf items that no one in
our group bid on.

There were about 250 Corvettes at the show, from
C1's to C7's. There was also a C7R race car, but
upon closer examination it was only a really nice car
cover. There was also a supercharged drag car with
a "funny car" style Corvette body (he didn't start it
but it probably sounded like Bruce Blank’s car).
Marines from Camp Pendleton presented the Colors
at the beginning of the show and our National
Anthem was sung. Makes you proud to be an
American.
Most of the day was spent looking at all of the
Corvettes, talking about Corvettes, eating and
looking for restrooms. The instruction sheet for the
event said to use the restrooms in the Mall, which
was under construction for renovations, including the
restrooms. Thank goodness for Sears, after they
opened at 10:00 AM. My iPhone said I did 8,000
steps that day.
A woman told me she liked the color of my car the
best, I thanked her and wondered how she missed
the other 20+ Monterey Red Corvettes in the show.
The weather was great that day, not as hot as it was
last year. I left a little before 3:00 PM to beat the
traffic and so did half the other Corvettes. I had a
great time and look forward to next year's show.
Thanks to David Yeates for hosting this event.
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I remember having breakfast with Tom and Judy at
the Laughlin event. He had just joined the club and
the previous day we had taken the short Route 66
run through Oatman. He said he enjoyed all the
people he had met but they drove too fast. A few
years later Joyce and I got to sit with Tom and Judy
for lunch at the Pie in the Sky event to Julian. He
said he was glad he joined the club and enjoyed all
the people he met but complained about getting
behind someone that was going too slow!
I think he's in a place with no speed limits and
leading the pack. We miss you.
Gary & Joyce Uchino
To our good friend Tom Nunn: We love you Tom.
We’ll miss your hugs, smiles and walking the plank
with you Matey. See you on the other side.
Bonnie & Ed Best
When we think of Tom….
One of the first folks we met when we moved to
California and made us feel like part of his family.
Tom was a big support blanket to us during our
rough times with cancer and broken bones. So many
memories and events that touched our lives that
we’ll never forget. We’ll both miss that hug each
time we saw him.
Harold & Sheryl Brunski
We shall always be grateful for having this sweet
unpretentious friendly soul. At our many moments
spent talking with him at various club meetings and
events he was always extremely pleasant and
knowledgeable. If fact he was instrumental in
encouraging my husband Jim to pursue treatments
from the VA system for numerous health issues
related and caused by two tours of duty in Vietnam.
May he rest in peace. Most sincerely,
Eileen and Jim Robinson. USMC.
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The Best Hugs!
Tom would go to an event that he really didn’t want to go to and still make it a lot of
Fun! He also worried about someone not drinking enough: usually it’s the other way
around. A one in a Million Guy. Lots of Hugs and Love.
Barb Gildner
I usually sat next to Tom at the next table during our meetings. He was one of the
nicest people I have ever met. He had good information for me leading up to my knee
surgery. Sue and I also had lunch with Tom and Judy at Del Mar this year. He was a
wonderful man and seemed to be so positive. I will miss him dearly. Dave Hennings
I consider myself very lucky to have known someone as special as Tom Nunn. Typically
a quiet guy he always seemed to come up with a good story or laugh when the group
needed one….he was always a delight to hang with. Of the numerous laughs we had
together over the years, the one that stands out for me is the time that Tom & I and
several PCC guys were in the motel parking lot at Cambria after a hard day of wine
tasting. We were just talking about the day while drinking and smoking cigars, when
Tom quite suddenly yelled out “look at the rack on that one”. All of the heads
immediately looked at Tom to see who he was looking at, but come to find out he had
been observing a group of deer in the distance and saw a male deer with a large antler
rack. Needless to say we all had a good laugh over that one.
Ken James
When I think of Tom, I remember the other “rack” in his life. “The Clothing Rack.”
Since Judy ran the club store, every month Tom would pack up the rack which she used
to display the club shirts & jackets. For years, Tom was unable to drive his Corvette to
the meetings since he had to transport the rack back and forth. It was a joyous day in
his life when the clothing was auctioned off and Judy only needed to bring hats to the
meetings. No more rack. Long-suffering Tom was now able to drive his beautiful
Torch Red (the only color for Corvettes according to him) Grand Sport to the meetings.
He was one happy fellow. Tom was patient and kind, with a sly sense of humor. His
wonderful hugs always made me feel good and I will always treasure having known
such a caring man. We will miss having him in our lives.
Nancy Marshall
Tom enjoyed driving his Corvettes fast, once in a while. A few years ago, several of us
went drag racing in Pomona . I forgot to tell everybody, that you must wear long
pants, and Tom wore shorts. So, on his first trip to the starting line he covered up his
bare legs with a jacket or something…and he got busted, and was not allowed to run.
Someone had a pair of sweat pants that Tom borrowed, and was then allowed to race.
Poor Tom; he had to wear SWEAT pants in Pomona; and it got really hot that
afternoon. In his usual smiling, easy going way, Tom handled the heat of the day and
jabbing we offered for his unbecoming racing garb. I wish he was here, so I could get
another one of his loving, long bear hugs while we laughed about that day’s events.
I really miss him.
Bruce Blank
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A number of years ago, Joanne and I attended the Seal Beach Car Show for the first
time. We weren’t in the show, we were just spectators. The shops on Main St. caught
our attention and we wandered in a shop which sold art. We found two pieces which
we liked but realized they were too big to get home in the Corvette. Tom and Judy
wandered into the shop and overheard our discussion with the owner about our
dilemma. Tom immediately piped in with an offer to put the pieces in his SUV (which
he had driven to the event) and would drive them to our home. Now we really didn’t
know him all that well and he had no idea where we lived. That was just the kind of
sweet man he was. We will miss him.
Gary and Joanne Walsh
When Denis and I joined the Club in 2010, we made our first trip to Big Bear. Upon
arriving at The Vintage Motel, I sat down with Tom and Judy in the parking lot and we
started getting to know one another. Low and behold, didn’t they once live in the very
same home I lived in on Bentley Lane in Laguna Hills! Tom and Judy were the original
owners of the home that was actually a model home for the housing track and Tom
knew all the ins and outs of this house! My parents bought the home as a rental from
the second owner after Tom and Judy and I lived there for 10 years. What a small
world! I believe Big Bear is where I had my first bear hug from Tom, a first of many,
which I will dearly miss. RIP dear Tom.
Leslie Gray
When I think I of Tom, I think of his warm, welcoming smile, and his huge hugs. He
was always generous and caring. I will miss him greatly.
Pat Blank
When Danny and I joined PCC in 2009, it was due to Andrew and Kathleen Golden.
They had been neighbors of ours and I always admired Kathleen’s Silver C5. After
driving it and another neighbor's Corvette, I was hooked. Our timing was terrible
however because Kathleen got transferred to San Antonio, TX soon after we joined.
Before they left though, she gave me this advice: “You’re going to meet a lot of people
in this club. Some you’re going to like and some you won’t. Just know you probably
won’t become close personal friends with everyone. Pick the people you like and simply
enjoy their company. But if there are only 2 couples that you have to get to know, it’s
Bob and Linda Kinsella and Tom and Judy Nunn."
That’s not to say that we haven’t met many other amazing people, but we made sure to
take Kathleen’s advice. I’ve probably told both of these couples over the years that we
were told to meet them. Now I’ll be honest, I really don’t remember meeting either
one for the first time. But I do remember being smothered in Tom’s big bear hugs. I
also remember being at countless events being greeted with a big smile and hugs.
Tom was always cheery and his nice disposition was infectious. By the showing of the
overflow crowd at his funeral, I think others agree.
You will be missed Tom, you will be missed.
Robin Katz
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For many years the club went up to Big Bear for the Big Bear Bash. For several years
we stayed at the Vintage Inn. We took over the place and set up in the parking lot.
On a few of these trips, we set up a large BBQ grill in the parking lot and cooked
steaks and corn on the cob in the parking lot. There was usually a large mess on the
cars caused by sap and pollen falling from the large trees around the area. Since we
were diligent about cleaning the cars, one year Tome decided to bring a leaf blower to
blow the rainwater off the cars. Tom got an award for creativity at the awards banquet
because he decided the charcoal grill was not heating up fast enough, so he took out
the blower and blew air into the fire so it would flare up. The award was for a dubious
achievement because although it did cause the fire to flare up, it also blew all the ashes
all over the cars that had just been cleaned.
Ray Marshall

On the wine bus, Tom can’t find his nuts.
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The Left Side of the Wine Cooler
I didn’t know Tom as well as many of you, but no
one could have known Tom at all without being
enriched. He had an easy way with everyone around
him, embracing life to its fullest. It’s a common
thread for most of us who drive Corvettes, it’s hard
to explain to others but we get it, I just think Tom
was a little better at it than most of us. Which
brings me to the wine cooler.
During the memorial, several of Tom’s family
referred to the “left side of the wine cooler.” If you
didn’t understand what they were talking about,
please let me explain. This is one thing Tom and I
shared completely. In Cambria, Tom and I were
sitting by the fire pit talking about one of our
passions: wine. I was getting ready to brag on my
440-bottle wine cooler when Tom beat me to it and
told me he had a 440-bottle wine cooler. It didn’t
take long before we determined we had the same
model. Cool data point, but I didn’t give it much
more thought until the memorial.
You see, I immediately understood what the family was talking about when referring to
the left side of the wine cooler. It seems that Tom & I had the same habit: We put the
really good wines that we want to lay up on the left side of the cooler. Why? Because it
has double doors and it’s almost 7 feet tall. The left side door has a slide latch at the
top that keeps it locked and regular access is through the right-side door, so it’s hard to
open it and get to the good wines without intent, particularly if one is vertically
challenged. Tom and I also share the blessing of vertically challenged spouses, making
the wine cooler arrangement an easy way to both keep the good wines segregated, and
also to avoid their “accidental” deployment. Judy confirmed this for me.
I want Tom and his family to know that the sanctity of the “left side of the wine cooler”
is safe in my house, and in honor of Tom and this very unique predilection that we
shared, there is now a bin in the highest shelf on the left side of my wine cooler with
Tom’s name on it, literally. Tom’s spot is now occupied by an excellent bottle of fine,
10-year-old Silver Oak Cabernet. Tom left us on December 1st, so that Silver Oak will be
at its peak next December 1st and we will open it and raise the glass to Tom, replacing
the bottle with a superior 2008 vintage for the toast the following year, and so on. So,
for as long as there is a wine cooler in my home, which I can pretty much guarantee
will be for always, Tom will always be restocking it while being remembered for the
grace and warmth he brought to our lives, every single time we open the door on the
left side.
Bob & Alyson Rose
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God Speed, Tom. We’ll miss you!
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One of the interesting aspects of the car culture is the informal gathering of car fans
and aficionados on Saturday mornings to show off their cars and see the cars of the
other folks. These meetings bring out all kinds of cars. These meetings are taking
place all around the country and have taken on the name of “Cars and Coffee.” In
Southern California we have the ability to do this all year long. These meetings are
nice because they start early in the morning and are over very quickly.
One very long standing meeting is known as Donut Derelicts. They meet on Saturday
mornings at the corner of Magnolia and Adams. At this event the cars arrive in the
darkness and have to be out of the parking lot at 8:30. This event pulls in a lot of hot
rods and muscle cars.
In recent years a new gathering has been taking place at various locations around
Orange County. This gathering is known as “Cars and Coffee.” This gathering has
been bouncing around to various locations. The logistics of having 500 cars show up at
a location with all the folks that come along with that can be very trying. There is also
the added problem caused by some folks who see the need to show off their speed and
noise in residential neighborhoods and on public roads.
The current location for the local Cars and
Coffee is at the Outlet Mall in San Clemente.
This is a good location; it has the things
required for this type of gathering. The mall
is close to the freeway, the parking lot is
large, and there is a Ruby’s diner there to
provide food and bathrooms. Another
aspect of this meeting is that it doesn’t start
until 8:30; in fact, they don’t allow the cars
in until then. The affair is over by 11:00.
On Friday November 17, Bob Rose decided to call an
impromptu PCC meeting at Cars and Coffee. We
met at Carl’s Jr. at Ortega Highway and the 5
freeway. We had a little emergency coffee and
burritos before we left and we took the short drive
down to the mall. We started off with 5 cars but
were quickly joined by another along the way. We
got there and were then joined by some other
friends.
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The group that met at Carl’s was: Gary Lane and
Tom Camardi in their C2s, Ellis Delameter in his
C6 Grand Sport, and Bob Rose and Ray Marshall
in their C7 Z06s. Along the way, Al Krauza joined
in with his C7 Z06. I have to mention that it was
actually Nancy’s Z06. She stayed home to be
with her mom who is visiting from New York.
When we got to the mall we were joined by past
member Paul Scarbo and Rick Jesperson in their
C4 ZR1s, Joe Gildner in his supercharged C6,
Duke Bissinger in his C6, and Ted Jung in his C6
Z06. I invented a new wing to the club, the Hall
of Shame. The latest inductee is Oscar Defau. It
was good to see Oscar, but he has sold his
Corvette and bought a Porsche 911.
The event is called Cars and Coffee but they were
selling donuts in the parking lot and that is
always worth mentioning. If you wanted, you
could go to Ruby’s and have breakfast while you
sit outside and watch the cars enter the parking
lot.
So we ate, drank and talked with many folks
about our cars and theirs. There was a group of
Ferraris, a Lamborghini, two Ford GTs, some hot
rods, some muscle cars, all kinds of other
vehicles. The gathering was not as big as it has
been in the past and that could be because of the
new start time, the fog, or the holidays coming.
Either way, it was a great adventure and
something we will do again, if they don’t move it.

Hall of Shame

Paul’s ZR1
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Nissan GTR

????

DIY

Caterham 7

Ruby’s

Ford GT
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Cobra

The Man
Mazda Powered Sprite

Jag
Austin Healy

Camaro
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Our PCC Christmas Party was held on
December 2nd at the Norman P. Murray Senior
Center located in Mission Viejo. We had a
great time socializing and enjoying homemade
appetizers, followed by a catered Italian
Dinner by Romano Cucini located in Laguna
Hills. Everything was delicious (we tried to
have all kinds of choices) and above all we
were happy with the quality of the food which
is what we were looking to provide.
We followed dinner by an elaborate dessert
table that featured homemade cakes as well as New York Cheesecakes, Pumpkin
Cheesecake and a variety of holiday favorites. Alyson provided bite size cream puffs
and a wonderful tiramisu cake to round it off and we also had a large cookie platter for
easy to snack on items featuring all varieties of cookies. Since I believe that dessert is
the most important part of the meal, it was my great pleasure to have the kind of
dessert table that made you happy just to look at it!
Richie arranged for “to go” boxes from the caterer and we were able to send everyone
home with their choices of all the courses and then we offered the employees from the
center some food and desserts to take home as well. Richie and Bob worked out an
arrangement that the people at the center would take the remaining food to a shelter
that they work with, so no food was thrown away and we provided a number of meals
complete with dessert on our club’s behalf.
Alyson and I decided on a venue that would include a number of raffle prizes as well as
a set of wine glasses for the Board of Directors that served for the 2017 year. The
choices she selected for the baskets were great, as they had all the best things you
could ever want in a gift basket.
I made 2 wreaths for the raffle and a put a bottle of wine in a moose sweater for the
drawing. I worked a lot behind the scenes to supply some of the décor that was on the
tables to help blend the red/silver look we were going for.
Thank you to all for attending our Christmas Party. We had a great time!
Kandra & Richie Longo and Alyson & Bob Rose
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General Meeting Minutes
December 6, 2017
Bob Rose, the new President-Elect, called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM at
Fuddruckers on El Toro Rd. in Lake Forest. Our new members and club members were
welcomed. Bob started out the meeting by saying we will implement a new facet to
opening club meetings with a Corvette joke, so we started our meeting out with total
laughter!
Carol Gates was out, so Secretary Elect-Kandra Longo filled in. The reading of the
minutes for the November meeting was waived as they had appeared in the November
newsletter.
It was mentioned that Duke had been ill and was recovering from that. Steve Radigan
spoke of the recent trip that he had taken and the fun they had with meeting up with
past club members and coming back in a caravan. He mentioned that he was feeling
well and that he was scheduled to be rechecked as he continues down the path of
beating his own health issues.
Dave Hennings was in attendance after his knee surgery and was doing well and any
pictures can be sent to him, then Ted Jung will be resuming that post.
Leslie Gray put flyers on the table for the Awards Banquet Dinner and said that
everyone needed to RSVP to Denis Boulanger, make a dinner selection and mail the
form along with a check for $60 per person made payable to “PCC” to his address as
soon as possible so that the catering arrangements can be completed. You could also
bring this information and payment to the January meeting.
2017 Board of Directors
PCC Officers
President: Denis Boulanger
Vice-president: Ray Marshall
Treasurer: Joe Gildner
Secretary: Carol Gates
Sgt-at-Arms: Henry Lewis

Historian: Dave Henning
Hospitality Chair: John Iest
Awards Chair: Gene & Vickie Insley
Awards Chair: Gary & Jan Lane
Newsletter Editor: Nancy Marshall

Bob Rose thanked Alyson Rose and Kandra Longo for their Christmas Party hosted on
December 2nd at the Norman P. Murray Center. Everyone enjoyed the food and décor.
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2018 Incoming Board of Directors:
President: Robert Rose
Vice-president: David Yeates
Treasurer: Gary Lane
Secretary: Kandra Longo
Sgt-at-Arms: Henry Lewis

Historian: Ted Jung
Hospitality Chair: Cliff Harris
Newsletter: Don Wilder
Awards Chair: TBD
Awards Chair: TBD

Hospitality: John Iest – Announced countless birthdays & anniversaries for December.
He acknowledged a returning member, Duke Bissinger.
John mentioned the loss Judy Nunn is going through and made sure everyone had seen
the email regarding the memorial service for Tom on Sunday at 2pm in Mission Viejo.
We signed a card for Judy and wanted her to know we all wish the best for her and her
family.
Sgt at Arms: Henry Lewis was in a giving mood and let John Iest off for answering his
phone and leaving briefly during the course of the meeting. He gave Mona a pass as
she brought her Dodge and left the keys out face up in plain sight: after all, we are all
here because of our passion for Corvettes!
Club Store: Judy Nunn has club hats and has a new C7 logo courtesy of Don Wilder
acquiring a logo pattern.
Treasurer: Mark Smith filled in for Joe Gildner and announced that we had income of
$1,195, expenses of $469 for the Christmas Party giving us a balance of $14,885.03.
Please mail in your checks for membership dues, and the award banquet that will be
held on January 27th. Information on calendar.
Historian: Dave Hennings mentioned that the first set of Christmas Party pictures
taken on Saturday December 2nd should be up on the website. Any additional pictures
will follow when Nancy returns.
Awards Chair: Gene & Gary mentioned that the award banquet plans were
underway. Please mail in your checks or bring them to the January meeting. Many
good things are planned, including entertainment, so please participate!
Editor: Don Wilder, the new newsletter editor, filled in for Nancy Marshall and thanked
contributors for their articles in the November newsletter and took a survey towards the
end of the meeting as to how the newsletter was viewed as he will be assuming the
position next month as he becomes part of the Board of Directors for 2018.
V.P. Dave Yeates, the Vice-President Elect, filled in for Ray Marshall and thanked
everyone for their previous events and asked people to consider hosting events in the
new year that the club can get together and participate in such as the excursion to
Deer Park Winery.
Bob Rose spoke about his vision of meeting for Cars and Coffee on December 9 th with a
Toys for Tots Christmas toy donation and then next week is the Kick the Tires hosted
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by Ken James. It was mentioned that the new highlights our club is exploring will be
track days that will feature Street Legal Drag Racing, Autocross & Road Fun Events.
A motion was brought up by Gene Insley about donating to charities and how that
should be handled. An email went out to the club to get suggestions for charities we
could donate to.
Dave McCue is taking orders for calendars at $15.00. If interested, please contact him.
A motion to close the meeting was called and seconded.
See you at one of the two events on the next two Saturdays.
50/50 Raffle Prize Winner: Tom Camardi for $78.00
The meeting was adjourned at 8:00pm.
THANKS FOR ATTENDING THE CHRISTMAS PARTY EVERYONE!
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Calendar of Events
January 2018
3
6

Wed
Sat

27

Sat

PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest
South OC Cars & Coffee, in San Clemente, PCC Coordinator: Bob Rose (949713-0708) …no signup, just show up.
PCC Awards Banquet, at Talega Golf Course, Hosts: Denis Boulanger (949-9515435)

February 2018
3

Sat

7
17

Wed
Sat

CARE Car Show, in San Juan, by San Juan Rotary, PCC Host: Ken James (949683-6441)
PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers in Lake Forest
PCC-CE Event #1: Low speed match time autocross #1 at Auto Club Speedway

March 2018
7
10
31-4/1

Wed
Sat
SatSun

PCC Monthly Meeting at Fuddruckers, in Lake Forest
PCC-CE Event #2 Loops & Ooops Fun Rally through Orange County
Speedventures at Willow Springs

Notes:






Plastic Fantastic will be held on May 20, 2018
Seal Beach Car Show will be held on April 28, 2018
Vette Set Car show will be held on April 28, 2018
Cruisin’ for a Cure will be held on September 22, 2018
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